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coming up/new talent

A car transforms into a body-popping robot. A renegade robotic cop enforces the law in a South African ghetto. Crabs play street soccer. Those are just a few of the scenarios that
Neill Blomkamp has brought to the screen. Even if you don’t know his name yet, chances are you’ve caught at least one of his outlandish commercials or short films, and haven’t
been able to forget it – or figure out how he did it. 

Whether in front of the computer or behind the camera, Blomkamp, 25, is as masterful at creating visual effects and computer graphics as he is at directing, a move he’s been
working toward for the past four years. The mostly self-taught Johannesburg native made the leap from “science fiction nut” to full-fledged animator with nervy confidence. At 16,
“I got my first 3-D package [TrueSpace] on my computer at home and I started messing around with that,” he recalls. Armed with more passion than skill, the still-teenaged
Blomkamp started working for Channel 69, an edgy local channel with an innovative visual effects division, and learned on their professional equipment and software.  

Leaving South Africa for more opportunity, members of his family settled in Vancouver, where Blomkamp, then 18, got a job at Rainmaker Digital Pictures, “[doing] 3-D animation for
the show Smallville and Stargate SG-1, that abomination,” he bemoans. But the experience was invaluable. “I was earning cash so I could pay for my own crazy spec commercials
and spec music videos.” Working there until 2001, he left to “do less visual effects and do way more directing, [work with] lots of crew [and] learn that side of the craft.”

The spec film that showed off Blomkamp’s combined talents was 2003’s Tetra Vaal. “I came up with this weird, documentarian, messed-up piece that took place in South Africa,”
he says of the Robocop-like short. Shooting in poverty-stricken Soweto in Johannesburg and Khayelitsha in Cape Town, Blomkamp created his character in CG and used motion
capture and Rotoscope animation to insert the gun-toting robot into the realistic setting. Tetra Vaal startled and disturbed audiences at RESFEST that year, but Blomkamp denies
any political intent. “Up until that point my visual effects [were about] making manmade objects that either existed in a place where they were not filmed or [were] breaking apart in
a place where you couldn’t break apart a real one. And so it was the first time I had done a character.” 

From a home base at Vancouver’s Embassy VFX, Blomkamp has steadily built up his commercial credits. For Euro RSCG in London he created an award-winning Citroen C4 ad, in
which the three-door car turns into a dancing robot with Justin Timberlake moves (courtesy of choreographer Marty Kudelka). An ongoing relationship with Wieden + Kennedy and
copywriter Mike Fitzloff has led to several Nike spots, one portraying a shoe that breaks apart at the seams and “evolves” and another showing an entirely CG team of soccer-play-
ing crustaceans. More recently the Portland-based agency produced the short Tempbot, which will be Blomkamp’s longest work to date. With a script written by Fitzloff and a full
cast including Wonder Woman Lynda Carter, Blomkamp has made the full move into the director’s chair, relegating Tempbot’s post-production to others. 

Recently Blomkamp flew back home “to do the most insanely screwed-up South African piece ever,” this time with the financial help of Toronto’s Spy Films. He aspires to do more
amazing commercial work, and even hopes to do an IMAX film one day. “The concept doesn’t involve filming anything other than people and environments,” he says, “so there’s no
requirement for CG. Thank God!” 
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